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NATIVE FOREST — LOGGING 
Statement 

HON DR BRAD PETTITT (South Metropolitan) [5.32 pm]: I rise today to speak about yesterday’s announcement 
by the government to ban native forest logging in Western Australia. I rise partly to apologise for missing the debate 
during non-government business today. I was in the wet at a World EV Day event and would like to have been here 
for that debate. It would be no surprise to anyone on either side of the chamber that I would have been very broadly 
supportive of the government’s announcement. I was pleased to hear it and to hear that WA is leading the way. We 
often joke that WA stands for “wait awhile”, but I think in this case WA is showing leadership that the rest of the 
country is acknowledging. I congratulate the government for that. 
Although I am aware that some of the finer details of the announcement, such as time lines and transition plans, 
are not yet known, one thing is clear: it is a significant announcement that deserves congratulations. It is one that 
the community has been working for tirelessly. In fact, it has been working on this for over a century. It is also an 
important win for traditional owners of Noongar and Bibbulmun country within which these forests lie. I want to 
especially thank the traditional owners who have worked alongside community groups over many generations. 
Of course, it is part of a longer story. As far back as the 1890s, 82 per cent of Australia’s timber exports came 
out of WA. In fact, the Fremantle Herald, my local paper, as early as 1874 contained objections to the fact that 
WA was doing too much logging and exporting. The movement against logging grew in the 1990s. That is certainly 
when I got first involved in huge protest marches; in fact, I think they might be the biggest protest marches that 
have ever been held in this state. I want to say a special thanks to pioneers like Beth Schultz and Peter Robertson. 
I became involved early on in these protests because of people like that and their leadership. Of course, there 
were big wins under the Gallop government, particularly around old-growth forests. We probably saw in the 
decades following that that they did not go far enough, which is why what has now happened is so welcome. It 
is really pleasing.  
I want to pause and thank my colleagues in this place before me. Hon Jim Scott, Hon Chrissy Sharp, Hon Paul Llewellyn, 
Hon Giz Watson, Hon Diane Evers and Hon Alison Xamon all stood, as I have today, and said that they want 
to protect these forests. It is ultimately a decision that needed to be made by government, but it is always good 
when a government makes decisions that are well backed by people. I was interested to hear in question time today 
that 95 per cent of the almost 17 000 people who filled in the survey wanted more forest protected. It was a good 
consultation process and it was a really strong result. 
In addition to acknowledging the government’s important decision, I want to give a big thanks to Jess Beckerling 
and the WA Forest Alliance team. I cannot name them all, but they know who they are. I want to say a huge thankyou 
to that amazing group of people who work tirelessly. I also want to thank the many people in the community who 
took action on this over a long time, sometimes putting their bodies on the line, attending blockades, getting out 
there and protecting those forests that they knew had more value than being turned into woodchips or burnt and used 
in those kinds of ways. At the heart of this is an acknowledgement that these forests have more value standing, 
and that is really, really important. 
Of course, this is not the end of it. There are two years until the Forest management plan 2014–2023 is signed and 
sealed. There are other issues around jarrah forests being cleared for bauxite mining and the like that need to be 
addressed, but this is an important day. I acknowledge the government for its decision. I also want to acknowledge 
the other side. I appreciate that during the debate there were some concerns raised about whether there can be a just 
transition. I think that is really important. When we do big changes like this, it is essential that we ensure that 
communities are well protected. That has my full support, but this transition needed to happen. I wanted to stand and 
acknowledge this important moment and place my thanks on the record. I am pleased to be part of a place where 
WA truly is showing the way. 

Statement 
HON JACKIE JARVIS (South West) [5.37 pm]: I also rise today to speak on the issue of native forests. I was 
deeply distressed when the Leader of the Opposition stood today and stated quite categorically that no-one on this 
side of the chamber understood the south west or the forest industry. The Leader of the Opposition may wish to check 
with his colleagues who were in cabinet in 2015 when cabinet endorsed Hon Mia Davies’ decision to put me on 
the board of the Forest Products Commission. I do understand the forest industry. I went to timber mills and Simcoa 
and met with workers on a number of occasions over those five or six years. In fact, Hon Steve Martin knows that 
I understand the forest industry because he took the opportunity to come up to me in the lunchbreak to clarify his 
statement on two-tier karri forests. I am happy to assist now by clarifying the situation. 
Two-tier karri forests, for those who are not aware, are mixed-age forests. Silviculture practices quite often see 
karri harvested in an almost clear-fell operation and then replanted in a plantation format, but some older karri forests 
are what we call mixed-age or two-tier forests; they have a combination of mature trees and younger regrowth. 
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A suspension on logging two-tier karri forests was announced in early 2020. The industry has known that, because 
the Forest Products Commission excluded those forests from the 2020 native timber harvest plan back at the start 
of 2020. Minister Kelly’s statement that said we will not resume logging of the two-tier karri forests literally just 
confirms for industry that the suspension will continue. Karri will still be available under the Forest management 
plan 2014–2023. Existing contracts will be maintained under the existing forest management plan until it ends.  
Forest management plans run for 10 years. It is no secret that they are reviewed. Everyone in the industry knows 
that they are reviewed.  
I feel for those people who are losing their jobs—I absolutely do. I do, however, take umbrage at the motion that 
Hon Steve Martin moved this morning, which was defeated, saying that the announcement yesterday will result in 
the loss of thousands of jobs. He knows that is not true because he said something different on his social media page. 
The words “thousands of jobs” were in the motion. On Hon Steve Martin’s social media yesterday, there was 
a graphic that had “800+ jobs”, but in the wording of his social media post he concedes that native forests provide 
a sustainable source of employment for over 500 people. We have gone from thousands to 500!  

Yes; forestry industries employ thousands of people. They employ thousands of people in bluegum plantations, which 
are not managed by government. Private companies manage our bluegum plantations—paper is a valuable export 
industry. A high number of people are employed in our softwood industries, which is our pine resource. Pine is used 
to build all our houses here, with pine roof trusses. Laminex is made in Dardanup in my electorate. About 500 people 
are employed in that Dardanup timber hub. That is where our pine is processed. 

I get it that it was a hard announcement for people. There was this talk that we should have kept consulting. We 
continued consulting right up until the end of the current forest management plan. I am not sure what the alternative 
was. At some point industry has to be told what is going to happen. I am not sure whether the alternative is that on 
1 January 2024 we put down a new forest management plan that says, “By the way, there are no more trees available.” 
We have been honest and said that the climate is changing and there are not enough trees. Hon Steve Martin knows 
that there has been a shortage of trees, because, again, social media is great! On 5 August, Hon Steve Martin said 
on a social media post — 

The WA Forestry Industry are struggling to continue operating as a result of the Government … falling 
behind on its contractual obligations. 

We are falling behind in the supply of logs because we know there are fewer logs to harvest. We know that we have 
a declining rainfall situation. We know that jarrah takes a long time to grow; it is a very slow growing tree. 

In that post on 5 August, Hon Steve Martin made a great suggestion, but it actually started with a criticism. It stated — 

The Minister for Forestry has denied support for the industry, and left forestry businesses in the South West 
to deal with the fallout on their own. 

What have we done? We have announced $50 million. I know that about 400 people will be impacted by this 
decision—that is, 400 hardworking mill workers. We have heard about Parkside Group several times. It employs 
about 200 people across three mills. I have been to all those mills, including the one at Nannup. It is one of the largest 
employers in Nannup—absolutely. It also has mills at Greenbushes and Manjimup. Those people will be impacted. 
We have given the group two years’ notice and we have announced $50 million to assist not only those business 
owners but also those employees. 

We are concerned about consultation. One criticism was that it is not clear what that $50 million will be spent on. 
We are going to consult with industry about the best way to move forward. On one hand we are damned for not 
consulting, and on the other we are damned for consulting. We will be consulting about how that $50 million will 
be used. 

I now refer to this idea of transitioning. A few people have bagged the word “transition”. I have an extract from 
Hansard dated 9 August 2001—20 years ago—quoting a gentleman by the name of Hon Colin Barnett. I am not 
sure whether anyone knows of him! On 9 August 2001, Hon Colin Barnett said — 

My own view, which I have held for a long time, is that most people in the community want to be reassured 
that our magnificent native forests, particularly the karri forests—which are the icon—will be preserved 
for their future enjoyment, and for the enjoyment of their children and grandchildren. They want to be 
confident that large areas of quality, mature, diversified forest will be reserved and protected for future 
generations. In my judgment, that is what the community wants.  

He continued — 

Second, we need to sustain a viable timber industry, albeit a timber industry based on a smaller volume 
of native hardwood; and, third, we need to manage the transition taking place. 
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That is what we are doing here. I do not want to see those people lose their jobs—I really do not—but this industry 
is not sustainable, and everyone knows it. It was implied to me that during the election campaign Jane Kelsbie, 
the newly elected member for Warren–Blackwood, and I somehow had our heads in the sand. I can tell members: 
we had overwhelming encouragement to stop logging in native forests. We have a drying climate and it is no 
longer sustainable. 

Hon James Hayward was concerned about Simcoa. He seemed surprised, as though he had only just heard about 
Simcoa, which is interesting, given that it has been mining quartzite in the Moora district of his electorate since 1989. 

Hon James Hayward interjected. 
Hon JACKIE JARVIS: I apologise. It has been in operation since December 1989, and I do apologise — 
Hon James Hayward interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! 
Hon JACKIE JARVIS: Simcoa uses jarrah to make high-grade charcoal, and I know that when it cannot access 
jarrah, it uses imported charcoal. I believe it imports some of it from Ireland and some from Colombia. Simcoa, 
however, is incredibly nervous about native forest, and at one point would not keep any jarrah logs on site; it would 
actually have it delivered almost under cover of darkness, because it was concerned. Simcoa will continue to receive 
logs because we still have agreements in place. We have agreements that Alcoa timber will be available to the market; 
we have agreements for ecological thinning. Simcoa will still be able to access jarrah. We have not said that it will 
stop completely; we have just said that it will drop significantly. 
A member was concerned about imports. The biggest concern around imports is in respect of pine plantations. We 
have state agreements in place with Wespine Industries and Wesbeam. Between 2001 and 2008 the Labor government 
planted, on average, 1 400 hectares per annum of pine plantations. Between 2009 and 2016, Liberal–National 
government ministers Redman and Davies planted an average of 175 hectares per annum. We have now announced 
that we are going to plant 33 000 hectares over 10 years. That is important, because if we do not have pine trees 
to meet our state agreements, the building industry will use imported pine from Scandinavia. With that, I will 
conclude my remarks. 

Statement 
HON JAMES HAYWARD (South West) [5.46 pm]: I would like to quickly respond to a couple of things 
Hon Jackie Jarvis just said. I think the issue was about the way it happened, and perhaps announcing something as 
significant as this on breakfast radio was not the way to do it. I will not speak for very long. This morning I mistakenly 
talked about old-growth forest logging being stopped in 2001 by Richard Court, and I was rightly and properly 
pulled up on that by members opposite. I appreciate that. I would like to clarify that it was Tuesday, 27 July 1999 
when Richard Court announced that logging in old-growth karri and tingle forests would end when the then-current 
contracts expired, as part of the state government’s decision to accelerate changes to forest management in 
Western Australia. The media release for that announcement stated, in part — 

While the revised logging plans are being developed there will be a three month moratorium on logging 
of old growth in Karri and Tingle areas—other than those already being logged, or due to be logged, to 
meet 1999 contractual commitments. 

That was the incident that I was talking about; the then Premier came down to Manjimup, and there was also an 
ABC news story recounting that visit. I seek leave to table those documents, if I may. 
[Leave granted. See paper 541.] 
 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110541c2604bf23bc49a5834825874c001ba658/$file/tp-541.pdf
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